**Departure Procedure**

**Rwy 05 – ½:** When CYA513 active, do NOT proceed between R-349 CW to R-009 between 21 DME to 27 DME from "DKK" VOR below 12500.
Climb hdg 048° to 1000. Then climbing LEFT turn hdg 321°, intercept OBD "DKK" R-003 BPOC. NO RIGHT turn below 3300.

*Note:* Trees to 663 ASL within 0.6 NM of departure end of rwy.

**Rwy 16 – ½:** Climb between hdg 166° CCW to 237° to remain clear of CYA513 when active. NO LEFT turn below 2500.

*Note:* Trees to 660 ASL within 0.5 NM of departure end of rwy.

**Rwy 23 – ½:** When CYA513 active:

Do NOT proceed between R-349 CW to R-009 between 21 DME to 27 DME from "DKK" VOR below 12500.
Climb hdg 228° to 1000. Then climbing RIGHT turn, intercept OBD "BUF" R-279 to 2300 BPOC.

*Note:* Trees to 666 ASL within 0.5 NM of departure end of rwy.

When CYA513 not active:
Climb hdg 228° to 2300 BPOC.

*Note:* Trees to 666 ASL within 0.5 NM of departure end of rwy.

**Rwy 34 – ½:** Climb between hdg 237° CW to 166° to remain clear of CYA513 when active.

NO RIGHT turn below 2400.

*Note:* Trees to 663 ASL within 0.5 NM of departure end of rwy.